
1. An online database upgrade allows you to perform which of the following tasks?
Change database names
Change database locations
Move databases
Copy database

2.   These  are   "collections  of  rows"  of  data,
Fields
Tables
Queries
Records

3. Which command can you use  to  shrink a data file to  a size  smaller  than  its
original  size?
DBCC SHRINKDATABASE
DBCC SHRINKDATAFILE
ALTER DATABASE
DBCCSHRINKFILE

4. Which of the following is not a way to create a setup initialization file?
Modilying a setup initialization file on the Microsoft SQL Server 2000 compact disc
Using the Advanced Options page in the Setup program
Modilying the setup initialization file from a prior installation of SQL Server 2000
Using the Unattended And Remote Installation:, page in the Setup program

5. As an independent SQL Server expert, you have been chosen to explain the ER modeling that the
developers will to use to model the needed data and business processes to users of the future loyalty
management system. You decide to define the basic objects of the ER model. What are they?
All of these answers
Relationship
Attribute
Entity

6. You are designing a database that will contain customer orders. Customers will be able to
order multiple products each time they place an order You review the database design, which
is shown in the exhibit.
You want to promote quick response times for queries and minimize redundant data. What
should you do?
(I) Create a new order table named OrdersDetail.

Add OrderlD, ProductID, and Quantity column to this table.
(I) and II
Create a composite PRIMARY KEY constraint on the OrderlD and ProductID columns ot
Orders table.
(II) Remove the ProductID and Quantity column from the Orders table.

7. You have created a user-defined database role. What additional steps must you take to
make use of this custom database role?



(I) Add Microsoft SQL Server logins and Microsoft Windows users and/or Windows groups
to this role
(ll)Grant permission to this database role
I and II
Add this custom role to an existing database role

8. What is the query used to expose rahen you access data sources over OLE DB?
Rowsets
Indexes
Triggers
Columns

9. Which of the following statements are not true?
You can assign permissions directly to Windows groups
Only Microsoft SQL Server login account can be added to user-defmed database roles
You must create a login for a Microsoft Windows user or group before you grant the user or
group database access using SQL Server Enterprise Manager
Restricting user access on a column basis has a smaller performance impact than using views
or stored procedures

10. Which one of the following Transact-SQL statements grants an existing login account
access to the Accounting database?
All of these answers
Sp_addstvrolemember 'User', 'sysadmin'
Sp_grantdb access 'Contoso\User'
Sp_grantdbaccess 'User'

11. How do you find out what triggers have already been created?
Run sp_configure
All of these answers
Run sp_depends
Run sp_helptriggers

12. Which of the following features of SQL Server 2000 allows users to enter have had sales
of greater than $20,000?" .
a query such as the following: "Which stores in the Northeast region
Analysis Services
English Query
Natural Language Querying
Transact-SQL

13. Which of the following databases must be backed up to save Microsoft SQL Server Agent
jobs, the Heta Data Services repository, and the history of all database backups performed?
The services database
The system database
The user database
The msdb database



14. You are a database developer for the local university. You need to define a relationship
between the students and the courses, knowing student can attend many courses and one
course can be attended by many students. You have the two entities illustrated in the
following graphic.
How can you implement this many-to-many relationship?

1        Students Courses

1    StudentID
First Ma me
LastName

Course ID
Course Name

Insert a StudentID attribute in the Courses table and a CourselD column in the Students table.
te a new entity called StudentsCourses containing at least two attributes, StudentID and
CourselD, forming the primary key.
Insert a CourselD attribute in the Students table.
Create a new entity relied StudentsCourses containing at least iv.vci attributes,
CtudentID and CourselD. forming the primary Key

15. Which integrity ensures that the values in the foreign key match raith the value of the
corresponding primary key?
Domain integrity
User-defined integrity
Referential integrity
Entity integrity

16. Members of the db datawriter database role have which of the following object
permissions?
All of these answers
INSERT
UPDATE
DELETE

17.   In general,   database  objects  should be  owned by the
Database Management System (DBMS)
System Administrator (sa)
DataBase Administrator (DBA)
Database Owner (dbo)

18. You are developing a new customer care system for an insurance company. Every
customer will be assigned a unique customer ID made of a combination of 7 characters and 8
figures. You expect to have over one million customers, each signing an average of 2.5
policies. Furthermore, it is important to track every customer's questions and complaints. You
expect over 10 questions and complaints per customer. You raant to minimize space used in



your database. What primary key are you going to define for the customers table to minimize
space and programming tasks?
The customer ID
An integer column:, defined with an auto-numbering property
A big integer column, defined with an auto-numbering property
A unique identifier column, designed to generate a new globally unique ID for every row

19. You can use a full database backup to perform:
a table orfilegroup data restoration.
A file or filegroup data restoration
stable or view data restoration.
a view or triggers data restoration.

20. You are  comparing Windows  authentication and SQL  Server  authentication, is
false?
A maximum password age cannot be set
User names and passwords are always transmitted in clear text
Complex passwords cannot be enforced
No account lockout policies can be set

21. A Distributed Database environment
Maintains logical connection of the servers involved
(a) servers to share data with each other; requires a network or connection to be effective
Permits physical isolation of each server
All of the answers

22. What is the field or fields on which the index is built called?
the major key
the index key
the primary key
the secondary key

23. Members of the db datareader database role have which of the following object
permissions?
INSERT
EXECUTE
REFERENCES
SELECT

24. Which of the following statements are not true?
A constraint can either be created at the time of creating a table or can be added later
Constraints are created to ensure data integrity
constraints can be enforced o.tthree levels: Column level Table level. Database level
Constraints define rules that must be followed to maintain consistency and correctness of data

25. The catalog is maintained by



the database administrator.
the author of the tables in the database.
The users
The DBMS

26. A login account must be created for a user
after any permissions can be dropped to the user.
before any permissions can be dropped to the user.
before any permissions con be granted to the user
after any permissions can be granted to the user.

27. Which of  the  following formats   is  used by SQL  Server  2000  to  return data
in response  to  an XPath query?
Row^column format
XML format
Flat tile format
HTML format

28. On the server, you create a nera database named EmployeeData. The EmployeeData
database will store confidential information about company employees. You need to allow
only authenticated users to access the EmployeeData database. Which Transact SQL
statement should you execute?
EXEC sp_droplogin guest
EXEC sp_revokelogin guest
EXEC sp_revokedbacces guest
EXEC sp_addrolereader db_denydatareader, guest

29. Select the incorrect option:
If Microsoft SQL Server 2000 runs out of trans action log space, the SQL Server service will running
If Microsoft SQL Server 2000 runs out of trans action log space, the SQL Server service not stop.
It Microsoft SOL Server 2000 runs ou' of transaction log space, the SOL. Server service will
stop
None of the answers

30. Which of the following statement is true?
A relation can be in 3NF without being in 2NF
In a database processing system, stored procedures are held by the database management
system (DBMS).
In order to connect the tables in a database, each row in each table must be identified by a
table name
Each login account can nave a. different default language.

31. Data about  the  data  in a database   is  known as
metadata
rnetainformation
metalisting
metadatabase



32. Which of the following types of data can be stored in a database?
All of'he above
Numbers.
Letters.
Voice.

33. Which of the following methods cannot be used to shrink the size of a transaction log file
manually?
DBCC SHRINKLOG
All of'hese answers
Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise Manager
The sp_shrinkdb system stored procedure

34. Database options control which of the following behaviors?
All of these answers
Autoshrink settings
Auto growth settings
Read-only database access

35. A Custom setup type is required to enable Microsoft SQL Server 2000 to use which one
of the following options?
Local system account
Full-text search
Code samples
SOL Authentication MODE

36. You are building a rent-a-car tracing program. Evaluate the Customers, Agreements, and
Cars entities shown below. Each customer can rent one or more cars. Each car can be rented
to only one customer at a time. A car not owned by the rent-a-car office cannot be rented.
How should you enforce integrity between the Agreements and Cars entities? Examine the
following logical model.
Add the AgreementID attribute to the Cars entity with a FOREIGN KEY constraint
referencing the Agreements entity.
Add an INSERT trigger to the rental entity.
Add the CarlD attribute to the Agreements entity with a FOREIGN KEY constraint
referencing the Cars entity
Add a CHECK constraint to the AgreementID attribute.

37. If a system can enforce referential integrity, then this ensures that
a non-null foreign key attribute always refers to another record
a record can never contain a null value for a foreign key attribute
a record is always referred to from another record
a foreign key attribute in a record always refers to another record which does not contain nulls

38. A database is an organized collection of related data,
logically.



badly.
physically.
Not

39. These are "one piece" of data,
Records
Queries
Tables
Fields

40.   You are  a database  developer  for  a technical  training center.   Currently,
administrative  employees  keep  records  of  students,   instructors, courses,   and classroom
assignments  only on paper.   The  training center  wants  to  eliminate  the  use  of  paper  to
keep  records by developing a database  to record this   information.   You design the  tables
for  this  database.   Your  design  is  shown  in the  exhibit.
You want  to  promote  quick response  times  for  queries  and minimize  redundant  data.
What  should you do?

Remove the ClassroomID column, and base the PRIMARY KEY constraint on the
ClassroomNumber and ClassTime column.
Create a new table named Instructors
Include an InstructorlO column, and InstructorMarne column, and an OfticePhone
column.
Add an InstructorlO column to the Courses table.
Move all the columns from the Classroom table to the Course table, and drop the Classroom
table.
Remove the PRIMARY KEY constraint from the Course table, and replace the PRIMARY
KEY constraint with a composite PRIMARY KEY constraint based on the CourselD and
CourseTitle.

41. User are complaining about the lag time when they run a particular query against the
Sales database. After analyzing the query, you find that the data being requested is the sales
figures for each client. Clients are listed in the table by client name and number.
What type of object could you create to decrease the query execution time?
Identifier
Index
Alert
View

42. What must be installed along with SQL Server 2000 so that Web page developers can
access data by using XPath query?
IPX/SPX
SMTP service
IIS service
Named pipes



43. A field in a table has the value NULL. This can mean the data is
missing
nonexistent
not applicable
alt of' the others

44.   You are  the  administrator  of  a SQL  Server  2000 computer  named CorpSQL.
The  server   is  a member  of  a Microsoft  Windows NT domain named
CORPORATE Franz maintains  a  local  user  account  on CorpSQL  and  is  a
member  of  the   local  Power  Users  group.   He  requests  access  to  the  SQL
Server  databases  that  are stored on CorpSQL.   You need to  allow Franz  to  access
CorpSQL. Which Transact-SQL  statement  should you execute?
EXEC sp_grantlogin Power Users\Franz
EXEC sp_grantlogin CorpSQL\Franz
EXEC sp_grantlogin Franz
EXEC sp_grantlogin C0RP0RATE\Franz

45. You create a new database called MyDB. How will system tables in the Master database
be effected?
(II) One Record in MyDb..sysfiles will be inserted
(!) and [II)
(I) One Record in Master..sysdatabases will be inserted
One Record in Master..systiles will be inserted

46. In Hierarchical  database model
Dollars
No relation sign
Pointers
Line

47. While you mere on vacation, a developer altered a stored procedure that is used to
calculate the inventory locations for new products. This procedure should take a product code
as a parameter and return an inventory location based on the other products in inventory and
the size of the product None of the applications that use this stored procedure were changed,
but inventory is being assigned to the wrong locations. What can you do to solve the
problem?
Ask the developer to rewrite the stored procedure
Use the stored procedure debugger to trace the logical flow of the procedure and find
the problem
Create a new stored procedure that computes the inventory and change the applications to use
this procedure
Rewrite the stored procedure

48. Which command is available as a graphical task within DTS?
Dtsrun
BULK INSERT



BULK COPY
bcp

49.   Identity the  advantages  of  a Network Database  Model
All of them
The model achieves sufficient data independence
The model enforces data integrity
The relationships are easierto implement

50. Each Microsoft SQL Server 2000 database is composed of two types of files. These files
are
Data, file and Transaction log file
Data File and File Group
None of these answers
Primary data tile and Secondary data tile

51. You are designing a logical model to collect information about the composition of
fragrances for perfumeries. This model will be used to create a database containing the
recipes for different fragrances, and the percentages of each ingredient in the fragrance recipe
will need to be tracked. You design an entity called PerfumeComposition and an entity called
Ingredient. The percentage of each ingredient in a particular perfume will be stored in the
PerfumeComposition table, one row for each ingredient. You want to ensure that the sum of
the ingredient percentages for a perfume does not exceed 100. How can you accomplish this?
Create a procedure to calculate any offending percentage every night and to delete the rows
trom the PerfumeComposition table
Add a trigger to the PertunieComiposi'ion table that would reject any percentage that
would cause the sum or all otthe percentages tor a perfume to exceed 1 00 percent
Add a CHECK constraint to the PerfumeComposition table that would disallow percentages
ot more than 100 per cent tor a perfume

52. Which of the following databases must be backed up to save Microsoft SQL Server Agent
jobs, the Heta Data Services repository, and the history of all database backups performed?
The system database
The msdb database
The services database
The user database

53. Which integrity ensures that the values in the foreign key match with the value of the
corresponding primary key?
Referential integrity
Domain integrity
User-defined integrity
Entity integrity

54. Select the incorrect option:



If Microsoft SQL Server 2000 runs out of trans action log space, the SQL Server service not
stop.
If Microsoft SQL Server 2000 runs out of trans action log space, the SQL Server service will
running
II Microsoft SQL Server 2000 runs out of transaction log space, the SOL Server service
will stop
None of the others

55. All of the following are advantages of using a database, EXCEPT:
information sharing.
flexible use of data.
data integrity.
Data redundancy

56. Identity the advantages of a Network Database Model
The model enforces data integrity
The model achieves sufficient data independence
The relationships are easierto implement
All of them

57. A Distributed Database environment
Maintains logical connection of the servers involved
Permits physical isolation ot each server
(a) servers to share data with each other; requires a network or connection to be effective
All olthe others

58. Database options control which of the following behaviors?
Autoshrink settings
Read-only database access
Auto growth settings
All of these answers

62.   Which of  the   following functions  does  a database  application program perform?
All oiihe above
Retrieve data
Create data
Delete data

63. Data processed in a way that increases a user's knowledge is
hyperlink.
information
graphics
text

64. Which of the following statement is true?
EXISTS and NOT EX!S I S are actually just another tonri ol correlated subquer ,■■,



A constraint based on a business rule, that requires an instance ot an entity to exist in one
relation before it can be referenced in another relation is called an insertion anomaly.
Multi-user databases are less complicated than single-user databases because the work is
distributed to many people.
If a table meets the minimum definition of a relation, it has an effective or appropriate
structure.

65. You can use a full database backup to perform:
a. file or tilegtoup data, restoration
a view or triggers data restoration.
a table orfilegroup data restoration.
stable or view data restoration.

66. Which of the following is software that is used to create, maintain, and provide controlled
access to databases?
Network operating system
Attribute
User view
Database management system

67. Database technology offers
All of the others
High integrity control over data
Multi user access (in advanced DBMS's)
Improved programmer and user productivity

68. Which trao of the following are primary aims of normalisation?
Improve efficiency of the database
Avoid data, redundancies, avoid certain update, insertion and deletion anomalies
Decompose large relations into smaller ones
Determine functional and multivalue dependencies

69. The following is an example of a Primary Key
Address
Employee
Product Code
List of skills

70. When more than one attribute is used to determine unique tuples within a table, it is
called a:
Foreign key
Foreign key and Atomic field
Atomic Field
Composite key

71. A dashed line between entities indicates
a minimum cardinality of one.



an identifying relationship.
a minimum cardinality of zero.
a. non identifying lefationship

72. Which of the following is not a basic component of a database system?
DBMS
Database
ERD
user

73. The `contains data descriptions and defines the name, data type, and length of each
field in the database
date dictionary'
data record
data table
date field

74. Which of the following statements best describes referential integrity?
It maintains the references established between to entities
All of these answers.
It has the ability to references data in another table
It maintains consistency between related data in the same table

75. Indexing is a feature applied to a database
To improve access times and to enforce some integrity controls
To assist in good user response times
To place permit restriction on access
All of them

76. The following is an Example of a Derived Attribute
Address
List of skills
Employee
Total Price

77. Microsoft SQL Server is an example of
list manager.
database management system
data manipulation system.
database.

78. The most commonly used form of join operation is the
union join.
natural join.
Equi join.
outer join.



79. Which of the following options best describes a data base query
A extraction of data in a database
A deletion ot data in a database
(An insertion of data into a database) and (A deletion of data in a database) only
All of the others

80. What element of a database is a collection of data in rows and columns?
Extents
Datatype
Pages
Tables

81. Which of the following is not usually part of the responsibilities of database administrator
Ensuring that an adequate back-up regime is in place
Monitoring the performance of the system.
Approving structural changes to the database
Designing data entry screens

82. A primary key in a table
can be the same value as other primary key values in the same table
must be different from a primary key in another table
must be different from foreign keys in another table
must not contain NULL value

83. The PRIMARY KEY Constraint
Is defined on a column or a set of columns whose values uniquely identify tows in atable
Ensures entity integrity
Can be created during table creation or table modification
All of the answers

84.   An   'attribute
Is the name given to a. set of values
Describes the value of some entity in the database
Cannot be repeated in other table structures
Refers to the integrity controls of the database

85. In crow's foot style E-R diagrams, a circle across the relationship line near an entity
indicates
a minimum cardinality of one.
a. minimum ca.rdins.tity of zero
a maximum cardinality of many.
a maximum cardinality of one.

86. An attribute(s) which uniquely determines a tuple within a relation is called a:
Primary key
Candidate key and Primary key
Candidate key



Foreign key

87.   Creating the  structure  of  a database   is  a process  known as
datd.taa.se design
database process
database structure
database query

88. Omitting the WHERE clause from a DELETE statement has which of the following
effects?
The delete statement will tail because ot syntax error.
The delete statement will prompt the user to enter criteria for the deletion
The delete state men' will remove all te cords from the table.
The delete statement will tail because there are no records to delete.

89.   Which of  the  following  is  a characteristic  of  an enterprise  data model?
It reduces storage.
It creates physical relationships.
It duplicates data.
II stresses the integration of data.

90. Which one of the following is correct?
All funtionel dependencies are one-to-one relationship:..
All funtional dependencies are many-to-many relationships.
Alltuntional dependencies are many-to-one relationships.
None otthe others are true.

91.   Which of  the  following raould not be  an example  of  database metadata?
Names of tables in a database
Properties of columns
Names of columns in a database and their associated tables
Queries against records in the database tables

92. An update trigger typically accesses which of the following?
Deleted table only
The insetted and deleted tables
The inserted table only
The update table

93. Assume you have tables
student(student_id, student_name, address, tutor_id) enrolment(student_id, subject_id, mark)
subject(subject id, subject name, department)
Consider the following query:
SELECT subject_name. Count(*)
FROM subject, enrolment
WHERE subject.subject_id = enrolment.subject_id AND mark > 40 AND subject_id IN
(SELECT subject_id



FROM enrolment
GROUP BY subject_id
HAVING Count(*) > 5 )
GROUP BY subject_name
Which one of the following is true?

this query is equivalent to the lest query
the query retrieves the subject names and number of students in each subject that has more
than five students
the query retrieves, tor each subject that has more than five students enrolled, the
subject name and the number of students enrolled that have more than 40 marks
the query retrieves, for each subject that has more than five students enrolled who have more
than 40 marks, the subject name and the number of such students enrolled

94. Assume you have tables
student(student_id, student_name, address, tutor_id) enrolment(student_id, subject_id, mark)
subject(subject id, subject name, department)
Consider the following query:
SELECT student_id
FROM student
WHERE student_id NOT IN
(SELECT student_id
FROM enrolment
WHERE subject id = 'CP1500
SELECT student_id
FROH enrolment
WHERE NOT EXISTS
(SELECT student_id
FROH enrolment
WHERE subject id = 'CP1500
Which one of the following is not correct?
In some situations the tirst query will return more tuples than the second query would
Both queries return exactly the same result always
In some situations the second query will return more tuples than the first query would
The second query will return only those students that are not doing CP1500 while the tirst
will not always do so

95. What are two advantage of triggers over rules and constraint?
(I) The ability to use looping structures
The ability to define the boundaries within which the data must reside
(II) The ability to reference data in the other databases
Iand [II)

96. Why is the option WITH ENCRYPTION useful for triggers?
It gives the user the option of using encryption on the table data via the triggers.
It requires a password to use the trigger.
None of these answers.



II causes 'he triggers text to be encrypted when placed in sys com men's so that any user
selecting off sys coin men's or using spjielptext cannot view'he triggers script

97. A field in a table has the value NULL. This can mean the data is
missing
nonexistent
alt of'he others
not applicable

98.   Which of  the  following statements  are  true  of  stored procedure?
They can be executed by only one person at a time
They can be tired by data modifications on tables
All of these answers
They are precompiled

99. Use the following tables and data. The primary keys are underlined _. All of the fields are
strings, except STATUS, WEIGHT, and Quantity, rahich are Integers, and Shipment Date,
rahich is Date. The table names are Shipper, Parts, Shipment, respectively.
The SQL belora raill return one value. What is it?
SELECT Sum(parts.WEIGHT) AS [SUM]
FROM (parts IMNER JOIN Shipment ON parts.PNUH = Shipment.PNUH) INNER JOIN
Shipper ON Shipment.SNUH
GROUP BY Shipper.CITY, parts.COLOR
HAVING (((Shipper.CITY)='London1) AND ((parts.COLOR)='Red1));
= Shipper.SNUH

57
45
9
13

100. Assume you have tables
student(student_id, student_name, address, tutor_id) enrolment(student_id, subject_id, mark)
subject(subject id, subject name, department)
Consider the following query:
SELECT subject_id
FROM subject
WHERE subject_id IN
(SELECT subject_id
FROM student, enrolment
WHERE student.student_id = enrolment.student_Id AND student_name OR subject-id IN
(SELECT subject-id FROH subject, enrolment
WHERE subject.subject_id = enrolment.subject_id GROUP BY subject_id HAVING
count(*) > 100)
= 'Smith1
Which of the following is true?
The query is illegal



retrieves the subject id of subjects 'hot have a student by the name of Smith enrolled or
have ^n enrolment of over 100.
retrieves the subject id of subjects that have a student by the name of Smith enrolled and have
an enrolment of over 100.
retrieves the subject id of subjects that have a student by the name of Smith enrolled and do
not have an enrolment of over 100.

101. While you mere on vacation, a developer altered a stored procedure that is used to
calculate the inventory locations for new products. This procedure should take a product code
as a parameter and return an inventory location based on the other products in inventory and
the size of the product None of the applications that use this stored procedure were changed,
but inventory is being assigned to the wrong locations. What can you do to solve the
problem?
Rewrite th e sto re d p ro ce d u re
Create a new stored procedure that computes the inventory and change the applications to use
this procedure
Use 'he stored procedure debugger to trace 'he logical flow of the procedure and find
'he problem
Ask the developer to rewrite the stored procedure.



102. Breaking a relation into two or more relations may create the need for
None of these answers
a. referential integrity constraint to be defined
User-Defined constraint to be defined.
a domain integrity constraint to be defined.

103. If the removal of facts about one entity results in the unintentional lose of data about
another entity, this is referred to an a(n)
normalization anomaly
entity anomaly
insertion anomaly
deletion anomaly

104. Which of the following problems associated with storing data in a list is avoided by
storing data in a relational database?
Maintaining the data may require changing the same data value in many locations
All of'he above
Duplication of data items
Inconsistency when a data item is used multiple times

105. Given the SQL statement
CREATE TABLE SALESREP( SalesRepNo int NOT NULL, RepName char(35) NOT
NULL, HireDate date NOT NULL,
CONSTRAINT SalesRepPK PRIMARY KEY (SalesRepNo), CONSTRAINT SalesRepAKl
UNIQUE (RepName)):
we know that
RepName is a foreign key
RepName is a. candidate key
RepName is the primary key
RepName is a surrogate key

106. When a relation has a key consisting of multiple attributes,   you can add a new attribute
to the relation
without any restriction
so long as it is functionally dependent on part of the key
so long as it is functionally dependent on all of the key
so long as it is functionally dependent on a non-key attribute

107. The SQL keyword used to limit column values to specific values is
CHECK
UNIQUE
UPDATE
CONSTRAINT

108. Which SQL keyword is used to specify a condition that rows must meet to toe included
in the results of an SQL SELECT query?
ORDERBY



FROM
SELECT
WHERE

109.   Relations may be  unnormalized or  de-normalized to
None of these answers.
improve data management.
improve database performance
decrease database performance.

110.   Given the  table  STUDENT(StudentID,   Name,   Advisor),   rahich of  the  following
SQL  statements  raould be  used to  add new student  data to  the STUDENT table?
INSERT INTO STUDENT VALUES (1 23, 'Jones', 'Smith1);
INPUT DATA STUDENT SET StudentlD=123, Name=' Jones1, Advisor='Smithl;
INSERT DATA STUDENT SET StudentlD=123, Name='Jones', Advisor='Smith':
INPUT INTO STUDENT (123, 'Jones', 'Smith')

111.   SQL  stands  for
Standard Query Language.
structured Query Language
Structural Question Language.
Standard Question Language.

112.   Select  the  right  option:
All of these answers
It is possible to have a relation have two primary key.
It is possible to have a relation must have a. key
It is possible to have a relation that does not have a key.

113. A multi-value dependency exists when a relation has
at least two attributes, both of them are multi-value, and their values depend on each other
at least three attributes, all of them are multi-value, and their values depend on each other
at least three attributes, tvvo of'hern are multi-value, and then values depend on anly
the third attribute
at least two attributes, one of them is multi-value, and its value depends on the other

114. Which of the following, if any, is not true about keys?
can uniquely identity a row
can be a group of attributes taken together
can be a single attribute
must be functionally determined by another attribute

115. Select the incorrect option:
If stable meets the minimum definition of a relation, it has an effective or appropriate
structure.
A determinant of afunctional dependency may or may not be unique in a relation.



The functions! dependency noted as A->B. means that the value of A can be determined
from the value of B
Tat ca deu sai

116. STUDENT (SID, StudentName, Major, AdvisorID)
ADVISOR (AdvisorID, AdvisorName, Office, Phone)
Given the relations above such that each student is assigned to one advisor, rahich of the
following is true?
Phone is a candidate key.
AdvisorID is a foreign key
AdvisorName is a determinant.
SID is both a primary key and a foreign key.

117. Which SQL keyword is used to eliminate duplicate rows in the results of a SQL
SELECT query?
SORT
ORDER BY
UNIQUE
DISTINCT

118. The order of the columns returned by an SQL SELECT statement are determined by the
order they are listed in following WHERE.
order they are listed in following SELECT
ORDER BY clause.
SORT BY clause.

119. MedicineCode -+ (MedicineName, ShelfLife, Manufacturer, Dosage)
Given the above functional dependency, rahich of the foHoming statement is not known to
toe true?
Manufacturer is functionally dependent on MedicineCode.
Medicine Name is a. determinant.
ShelfLife is functionally dependent on MedicineCode.
MedicineCode is a determinant.

120.   According to  the  SQL-92,   statements  used to  construct views  cannot  contain
the FROM clause
the ORDER BY clause
the WHERE clause
the SELECT clause

121. An SQL virtual table is called
\\) and [II)
(I)a view
a stored procedure
(II) a trigger



122.   SQL vieras  are  constructed from
UPDATE statements
INSERT statements
CREATE statements
SELECT statements

123. A composite primary key can be defined using the CONSTRAINT phrase in which SQL
command?
CHANGE TABLE
MODIFY TABLE
BUILD TABLE
CREATE TABLE

124.   A tuple   is
a group of one or more columns that uniquely identifies a row.
a column in atable
a row in a table
None of these answers

125. The SQL command used to create a virtual table is
VTABLE
CREATE VIEW
CREATE VTABLE
VIEW


